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INTRODUCTION
This summer was marked by the "unremarkability", ifthere is such a thing, o(
the status of almost all species, especially passerines. A stark exception, howevq-'jl
was the pair of summering hummingbirds in a yard a few miles southeast o't
Chadron: Juanita Whittecar sent a collection of very good photos of these birds,,
detailed enough to determine that the pair of supposed Ruby-throated Hummingb~'
actually consisted of a female Ruby-throated and a hybrid Ruby-throated x Bro~
tailed male. Another odd phenomenon was the number of shorebird species with la~
Jun records, usually the brief window within which these species are absent· itti1
Nebraska. Reasons· for this presumed suspension of migration are conjecturaii'
Happily, this blandness was offset by a remarkable array t:>f genuine rarities: firsi;
state record Brown Booby, second Mottled Duck, third Wood Stork, and fourth (alt
2012-2014) Black-chinned Hummingbird.
.•.~
Sifting through the species accounts did, however, yield a few items ol:
interest. Ospreys continue to attempt to breed at several locations but without}
success so far, Mississippi Kites continue to expand slowly in the west, a great phot()}
came to hand of a Whip-poor-will nest with an egg·and a chick; Pygmy Nuthatches:
expanded their range eastward, Cassin's Sparrows were far-flung, and the state•~
13th Painted Bunting was found. A phenomenon not often recognized is the absence
of certain common breeding passerine species from extreme southwest Nebraska, th~:;
driest part of the state. These include Chipping Sparrow, Song Sparrow, Eastern
Meadowlark, and Great-tailed Grackle.
··
Given the increasing use of eBird by many observers, it seemed it would be.
only a matter of time until eBird data would be included in these seasonal reports..
Along with the large amount of data gleaned from NEBIRDS and the reports that a;,
few determined reporters send me each season, for this report· I checked sightings<
reported to eBird for all species. I found the data to be useful as a check on whaf
was already on hand, and it enhanced many gf the accounts significantly with,,
additional information. Unfortunately, however, this added quite.a bit of time to mt
already time-consuming process, but on balance I think the final. result was ~ /
because of it.
··
ABBREVIATIONS
ad: adult
BBS: Breeding Bird Survey
BOL: Branched Oak L, Lancaster Co
Cem: Cemetery
CLNWR: Crescent L NWR, Garden Co
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Co(s): County(ies)
fem: female
FF: Fontenelle Forest, Sarpy Co
GPO: Gavins Point Dam, Knox and Cedar Cos
HCR: Harlan County Res, Harlan Co
ICSP: Indian Cave State Park, Richardson/Nemaha Cos
imm: immature
juv: juvenile
L: Lake
LBN: Lakes Babcock and North, Platte Co
LM: L Mcconaughy, Keith Co
LO: L Ogallala (includes contiguous Keystone L), Keith Co
m. ob.: many observers
NC: Nature Center
NF: National Forest
NM: National Monument
NNF: Nebraska National Forest
NWR: National Wildlife Refuge
PL: Pawnee L, Lancaster Co
PRSP: Platte River SP, Cass Co
Res: Reservoir
RWB: Rainwater Basin, including parts of Phelps, Hamilton, York, Clay, Fillmore,
and Thayer Cos
SCP: Spring Creek Prairie, Denton
SL: Sewage Lagoon(s)
SP: State Park
WHNC: Wildcat Hills NC, Scotts Bluff Co
WMA: (State) Wildlife Management Area
WP: Wilderness Park, Lincoln
WPA: (Federal) Waterfowl Production Area
GAZETTEER
Harvard Marsh: Harvard WP A, Clay Co
Jack Sinn: Memorial WMA, Lancaster and Saunders Cos
Marsh Duck: WMA, York Co
Pine Ridge: escarpment in Sioux, Dawes, and Sheridan Cos
Sandhills: large area of sand-based prairie in north-central Nebraska
Tamora: WMA, Seward Co
Wildcat Hills: escarpment in Scotts Bluff, Banner, and Morrill Cos

OBSERVERS
AA: Adrian Azar, Williston, ND
AL: Al Lamoreaux, Hershey, PA
AM: Andrea Mott, Lemont, IL
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AP: Andrew Pierson, Gibbon
ARy: Allan Reyer, Bellevue
AV: Adam Vesely, Scottsbluff
BP: Brian Peterson, Omaha
BW: Bob Wells, Omaha
CB: Christian Becker, Marion, KS
CBr: Carla Bregman, Manlius, NY
CD: Curtis Dykstra, Wyoming, MI
CH: Connie Hoffman, Dalton
CM: Cheryl Miller, Wichita, KS
CNK: Clem N. Klaphake, Bellevue
CR: Christopher Rustay, Albuquerque, NM
CV: Cristen Vincent, Oak Park, IL
CW: Colin Woolley, Brighton, CO
CWi: Connie Wilson, Ballwin, MO
CWo: Cole Wolf, Albuquerque, NM
D&MM: David & Mary Anne Marjamaa, Manchester, MO
DA: Danny Akers, Dodge City, KS
DC: Dan Cassidy, Omaha
DH: Dave Heidt, Norfolk
DT: David True, Yankton, SD
EB: Elliott Bedows, Bellevue
GD: Gordon Dimmig, Huntingdon, PA
GQ: Gloria Quincy, Pensacola, FL
J&GB: Jay & Ginger Belsan, Ogallala
J&MW: Jack & Mac Williams, Hartsville, SC
JB: Joan Bergeron, Hanson Lake, Bellevue
JC: John Carlini, Lincoln
JGJ: Joel G. Jorgensen, Lincoln
JJ: Jan Johnson, Wakefield
JJa: Jenny Janes, Grand Island
JK: Jon King, Lincoln
JO: Jim Ochsner, Ogallala
JR: Justin Rink, Omaha
N: John Vanderpoel, Niwot, CO
JW: Juanita Whittecar, Chadron
KD: Kathy DeLara, Mitchell
KK: Kathleen Kent, Paso Robles, CA
KL: Krista Lang, Auburn
KP: Kevin Poague, Lincoln
KS: Kent Skaggs, Kearney
L&BP: Loren & Babs Padelford, Bellevue
LE: Larry Einemann, Lincoln
LJ: Linda Jones, Oshkosh
LR: Lanny Randolph, Minden
MAR: Mary Anne Romito, Cleveland, OH
MB: Mark Brogie, Creighton
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MD: Margaret Delaittre, Omaha
MJR: Mary Jo Rome, Omaha
MP: Mark Peyton, Gothenburg
MR: Mark Robbins, Lawrence, KS
MS: Maggi Sliwinski, Lincoln
MW: Michael Willison, Lincoln
NR: Neal Ratzlaff, Omaha
RB: Rexanne Bruno, Virginia Beach, VA
RH: Robin Harding, Minden
RK: Ron Klataske, Lincoln
RMa: Robert Manning, Omaha
RS: Rick Schmid, Omaha
RSg: Ruben Siegfried, Gering
RSt: Ruth Steams, Lincoln
SM: Steve Morris, Grand Island
SMa: Sam Manning, Omaha
SQ: Susan Quinn, Nebraska City
SS: Shari Schwartz, Lincoln
TE: Tom Ewart, Alexandria, VA
TG: Tom Gannon, Lincoln
TJW: T.J. Walker, Brady
WB: Wendy Becker, Orient, OH
WF: William Flack, Kearney
WM: Wayne Mollhoff, Ashland
WRS: W. Ross Silcock, Tabor, IA

SPECIES ACCOUNTS

Black-bellied Whistling-Duck: Now virtually annual, two were photographed at
HCR 25 Jul (fide JGJ); this is the 17th record for the state.
Greater White-fronted Goose: Perhaps the least likely of the geese to occur in
summer, the only report was of one at Marsh Duck 22 Jun (JGJ).
Snow Goose: There were 8 reports of 1-2 birds, total 10 (m. ob.), mostly in the east,
a normal summer scenario. One in Scotts Bluff Co 18 Jun (LE) was westerly.
Ross's Goose: Two at BOL 10 Jul (LE) was the only report; recent years have seen
more reports as wintering numbers increase in Nebraska.
Canada Goose: This species is an uncommon, even rare, breeder in R WB wetlands
(JGJ); a brood was at Marsh Duck 10 Jun (JGJ).
Mute Swan: A free-flying bird was in the area of a Kearney golf course for about a
week through at least 11 Jun (LR, RH); its provenance is unknown.
Trumpeter Swan: The nesting pair at Ravenna, now in their 4th year, had 4 young
11 Jun but a hail storm 27 Jul killed the last surviving chick (LR, RH). It
appears that no chicks have survived to fledging in the four years at this site.
Wood Duck: The 38 males at La Platte wetlands, Sarpy Co, 4 Jun (L&BP) might be
an indicator of numerous breeding pairs in the area.
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Gad wall: A fem in Valley Co 8 Jun (LR, RH) and 2 in the eastern RWB l O Jun
(JGJ) were likely breeders, although there have been few reports from either
area in recent years.
American Wigeon: None were reported 2 Jun-22 Jul ; one was in Thomas Co 23 Jul
(KK) , likely a local breeder or molt migrant. Molt migrants may appear in late
Jul.
Mallard: Reports were routine of this common summer resident.
Mottled Duck: One was first seen at La Platte wetlands, Sarpy Co, 7 Jul and
identified as this species 11 Jul (JR, L&BP); 2 were seen 11 Jul (JR, CNK), but
all other sightings through 14 Jul were of a single bird (m. ob.). It probably left
as the flooded fields dried rapidly. This is only the 2nd record for Nebraska,
the first in 1958.

Thi s Mottled Duck, Nebraska's second, was photographed by Michael
Willison in southeast Sarpy County 12 Jul 2014.

Blue-winged Teal: Reports were routine for this locally common statewide summer
resident.
Cinnamon Teal: None were reported of this uncommon western summer resident.
Northern Shoveler: Reports in Jun in the eastern RWB are likely breeders; 12 were
counted there 10 Jun (JGJ), and 1-4 at wetlands in York, Seward, and Clay Cos
through 29 Jun (SMa, TG, MW, JK) were of interest as they would have been
very late if migrants ; breeding is rare in the eastern RWB, with few actual
records. Probably breeding locally was one in Johnson Co 14 Jul (SQ).
Northern Pintaii: This species is an uncommon to rare breeder in the eastern RWB;
1-3 were at Marsh Duck 17-21 Jun (JGJ, RMa, LE) and 2 were at Tamora 29
Jun (MW).
Green-winged Teal: Molt migration begins early in this species, often in mid- to
late Jun and usually males; 11 in the eastern RWB 10 Jun (JGJ) were perhaps a
bit early to be molt migrants, but all were males. One at La Platte Bottoms,
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Sarpy Co, 12 Jul (MW, JR) and 4-7 at Marsh Duck 17-21 Jun (RMa, LE, JR)
were likely molt migrants.
Canvasback: One in York Co 21-22 Jun (LE, JGJ) was only the 4th summer record
for the RWB.
Redhead: This species is rare in summer away from the Sandhills and RWB.
Singles (likely the same bird) at Lincoln Saline Wetlands, Lancaster Co, 7 Jun
and 8 Jul (MW) provided one of fewer than IO summer records in the
southeast.
Ring-necked Duck: Two were at CLNWR 18 Jun (N), likely late migrants; this
species is not known to have bred in Nebraska for around 100 years.
Lesser Scaup: A male and female were at La Platte Bottoms 3-9 Jul (CNK, ARy,
L&BP) and a fem was in Douglas Co 17 Jun (SMa); the latter was likely a late
migrant, but the La Platte birds may have been failed breeders, and only about
the 15th summer report away from the Sandhills and RWB. Breeding is not
currently known to occur in Nebraska.
Hooded Merganser: This species occurs in summer in small numbers, essentially
all in imrn plumage and non-breeders. There were 7 reports involving 12 birds
(m. ob.), all from the east. Breeding is rarely documented.
Common Merganser: There appear to be 3 sites where this species occurs regularly
in summer, likely year-old non-breeders or molt migrants. There were no
reports from L Alice, Scotts Bluff Co, but 3 fems were on the Niobrara River
near the Norden Bridge in Brown Co 22 Jun (MR), and the site with most
reports, LO, had up to 10 through 18 Jun (LE, m. ob.). There is a single
breeding record at the Norden Bridge site, in 2007. Most surprising was a male
in a ditch in southeastern Washington Co 21 Jun (BP).
Ruddy Duck: A few non-breeding stragglers occur in summer, but are rare; a basicplumaged male was in Douglas Co 17 Jun (SMa) and a fem was at Jack Sinn I 0
Jul (LE). Breeding is rare away from the Sandhills and RWB.
Northern Bobwhite: Numbers decline northwestward, and so these 3 reports were
of interest: 4 were in Thomas Co 18 Jun (MR), one in Garden Co just south of
CLNWR (N), and one at Steer Creek Campground, Cherry Co, 19 Jun (MR).
Gray Partridge: None were reported of this uncommon northeastern and northcentral resident.
Ring-necked Pheasant: Reports were routine for this locally common statewide
resident.
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Reports were routine for this fairly common northern and
western grasslands resident.
Greater Prairie Chicken: Reports were routine for this locally common grassland
resident.
Wild Turkey: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Common Loon: Birds in alternate or near-alternate plumages were rather late in
Cedar Co I Jun (DT) and at LO 2 Jun (TJW). An imm at LM 4 Jun (D&MM)
and a single at Box Butte Res, Dawes Co, 4 Jun (RSg) may summer in the area,
a fairly common occurrence for imms in the west.
Pied-billed Grebe: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide summer
resident, locally common Sandhills.
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Eared Grebe: Two at Spikerush WMA, York Co, 10 Jun (JGJ) were at a site where
breeding occurred in 2007; nesting is rare in the RWB.
Western Grebe: Good numbers were reported through Jul on major bodies of water
in the west half of the state; best count was the 220-225 on LM 26-30 Jul (SMa,
MW). Numbers begin to build at places like Merritt Res and LM in late Jul as
young birds are able to fly.
Clark's Grebe: At least 4 were reported on LM and LO during the period (D&MM,
LE, GD); this species breeds there in small numbers. The only other report was
of one in Hayes Co 2 Jun (WF), presumably a tardy migrant.

Nebraska 's third record of Wood Stork was documented by this
photograph taken at Boyer Chute NWR, Washington County,
4 Jun 2014, by Margaret Delaittre (original photo lightened by WRS).

Wood Stork: Nebraska's third record was documented with a cell phone photo
taken as the bird wandered across a road at Boyer Chute NWR, Washington
Co, 4 Jun (MD, photo). There were reports as well from Minnesota and Kansas
around the same time. Regarding the Kansas bird, Ed Raynor commented on
KSBIRD: "The Wood Stork at Marais Des Cygnes is likely a post-breeding
individual from Central America. Unlike the rather endangered, sedentary
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population in Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina, Wood Storks that annually
arrive at Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi's catfish and crawfish aquaculture
operations are known to come from colonies in Mexico and other Central
American colonies. They spend mid-summer to early fall at these bountiful
operations and some even winter along the coast."
Brown Booby: Nebraska's first booby of any species was a Brown, photographed at
a private lake development, Hanson L, in southern Sarpy Co 28 Jun-1 Jul (JB
photo, fide DC, fide JR, fide CNK, fide MB). The photos identify the bird as of
the expected Atlantic Ocean subspecies Sula leucogaster leucogaster.

This Brown Booby, Nebraska' s first, was at Hanson Lake, Sarpy Co, 28
Jun- I Jul and photographed by Joan Bergeron.

Double-crested Cormorant: Reports were routine for this common northern and
western summer resident, uncommon summer visitor elsewhere;
American White Pelican: The 140 at Conestoga L, Lancaster Co, 13 Jun (JC, SS)
was a good summer tally; high counts of summer wanderers (mostly nonbreeding imms) are 310-420. Breeding does not occur in Nebraska.
American Bittern: This species probably breeds at Harvard Marsh in years with
good water conditions; this year, 4-8 were present dming the period (MW).
Least Bittern: This species may occur in good numbers in ·the southeast in wet
years; there were several reports: 1-3, "a family" (JC, SS), were at Jack Sinn 216 Jul (m. ob.), and singles were at 3 other locations, Harvard Marsh 13 Jul
(MW), Wilkinson WMA, Platte Co, the same day (TJW), and Bluestem L,
Lancaster Co, 25 Jul (CWo).
Great Blue Heron: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer visitor.
Great Egret: Less common in the west and rare in the Panhandle in mid-summer,
one was in Lincoln Co 20 Jun (TJW), and 3-4 were at LO 19-30 Jul (J&MW,
AL).
Snowy Egret: None were reported of this uncommon statewide summer visitor.
Little Blue Heron: None were reported of this uncommon statewide summer visitor,
rare west.
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Cattle Egret: There were about 15 reports scattered over the eastern and central
parts of the state, best count only 12, at HCR 17 Jun (TJW). Westerly, where
uncommon, were singles at North Platte 20 Jun (TJW) and CLNWR 18 Jun
(JV).
Green Heron: Two were northwesterly at Arcadia Diversion Dam WMA, Custer
Co, 29 Jul (WF); breeding can occur over most of the state but is rare north of
the Platte River Valley in the western half of the state.
Black-crowned Night-Heron: Reports were routine for this uncommon common
statewide summer resident, locally common Sandhills.
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: None were reported of this rare summer visitor in
the south-central and southeast.
Glossy Ibis: Despite 6 reports in spring, there were no summer reports.
White-faced Ibis: This species has nested in the RWB 9 times since 2001, including
2 attempts this summer, but none have been shown to be successful (JGJ). This
is likely due to drying up of the nest areas. Some 50 adults and several nests
were found at Troester WPA, Hamilton Co, 2 Jul, but the attempt was
abandoned by 10 Jul (JGJ), and about 20 were at Harvard Marsh 7 and 20 Jul,
where it was "certainly breeding" (MW), but no outcome was reported. One
flew over Spikerush WMA, York Co, 25 Jun (TG), for no obvious reason.
Turkey Vulture: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident
and summer visitor.
Osprey: Nesting has been attempted in recent years at LM, but without success; a
single bird was in the area 13 Jun (JGJ) and 19-26 Jul (KK, J&MW, MW). An
attempt at a new location in Scotts Bluff Co was on a tall light pole in Lacy
Park, Scottsbluff, where an adult was on the nest 13 Jul but none were seen two
weeks later (K.D). There have been attempts at Riverside Park, Scottsbluff, and
Winters Creek in recent years, none apparently successful. A single in the GPD
area through the period (DT) and another at Merritt Res, Cherry Co, 18 Jun
(MR) may have been un-mated birds. One in Antelope Co 5 Jun (DT) was
likely a late migrant. Late dates are (were) 4-5 Jun.
Mississippi Kite: The breeding population at North Platte added a second site
(TJW), an encouraging development. Breeding continues at Ogallala, with
best count 4-6 on 25 Jul (SMa) and at Benkelman, where 3 were seen 21 Jun
(MW). Two were found at the Chase Co courthouse in Imperial where birds
were present in 2013 (LE), also encouraging. Thus there are now 4 sites in
western Nebraska where breeding is continuing. Breeding began in Ogallala in
1991, but at the other 3 sites only in the last few years.
Bald Eagle: The continuing success of this species in Nebraska was described in the
website outdoornebraska.ne.gov/wildlife. There were 90 active nests in the
state in 2011 and more in 2012.
Northern Harrier: An adult with a recently-fledged young bird in Boone Co, east
of the usual breeding range, 19 Jul (JGJ) may have hatched elsewhere; nesting
can occur anywhere in the state but is most common in the north-central.
Cooper's Hawk: Reports were routine for this fairly common statewide summer
resident.
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Red-shouldered Hawk: The only report was of one over FF 30 Jul (ARy); this is a
traditional nesting site, but there were no further reports that might have
indicated nesting this summer.
Broad-winged Hawk: The Birchwood St, North Platte, pair had fledged 2 young by
24 Jul (TJW); this site has been active back to 2008, with varying success.
Westerly was one in Sioux Co 19 Jun (LE); such westerly reports have
increased in recent years, but are still scarce.
Swainson 's Hawk: Reports were routine of this fairly common western and central
summer resident.
Red-tailed Hawk: Following spring reports of birds in the east showing characters
of Red-tailed (Krider's) Hawk, one in Thomas Co 14 Jul (MAR) was nearer the
expected northwest area of the state where this fonn probably breeds regularly
in small numbers.
Ferruginous Hawk: A nearly-fledged juv was on a nest in Dundy Co 14 Jun (JGJ);
this is about on time, as most young are fledged by mid-Jul.
Golden Eagle: Reports were routine of this uncommon western resident.
Virginia Rail: One was at Spikerush WMA, York Co, 15 Jun (JK); there are only a
few nesting records for the eastern RWB, as well as some summer records such
as this one.
Sora: Reports were routine for this fairly common, locally common, statewide
summer resident.
American Coot: Reports were routine of this common, locally abundant, statewide
summer resident.
Sandhill Crane: A belated breeding report was from the Hutton Ranch, Rock Co,
where in 2013 2 chicks were fledged but one was found dead, and the fate of
the other was unknown (RK fide WM). This is the 3rd breeding record from
that area (2006, 2008, 2013). The 3rd summer report from the Loup drainage
was of 3 apparent ads photographed flying along the Middle Loup River near
Arcadia, Valley Co, 15 Jun (AP); breeding may have occurred near Burwell in
1995, but was unconfinned. Three at Rowe Sanctuary 18 Jul (CV) may have
halted migration; there are about 20 summer records of apparent non-breeders.
Black-bellied Plover: None were reported of this uncommon spring and fall
migrant; late and early dates are 14-21 Jun and 25-28 Jul.
Snowy Plover: A bird seen at Tamora 18 May (JGJ) was likely the same bird still
there 15 and 17 Jun (JK, MW), when it probably moved to Marsh Duck 17-21
Jun (JGJ, LE). This is only the 3rd RWB record for Jun-Jul.
Semipalmated Plover: One of only 3 records for the state 13 Jun-3 Jul was of 2 at
Tamora 21-24 Jun (SMa photo, RMa, MW). It is hard to say if they were
coming or going. This is only the I 0th overall record for Jun.
Piping Plover: Reports were from traditional breeding locations at LM, western
Douglas Co, and Cedar Co (m. ob); best count was the 8 at Mile 807 on the
Missouri River in Cedar Co (AM).
Killdeer: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer resident.
Mountain Plover: None were reported of this rare southern Panhandle summer
resident.
Black-necked Stilt: A less-than-annual migrant east of the R WB, one was in
Lancaster Co 6 Jun (LE). The only RWB reports were of singles at Shypoke
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WMA, Seward Co, 22 Jun (JGJ) and Troester WPA, Hamilton Co, 2 Jul (JGJ),
fewer than in recent years.
American Avocet: As many as 8 were at Tamora through 29 Jun (m. ob.) and 1-3
were at Marsh Duck through 21 Jun (JGJ, SMa, RMa). Although there are a
few breeding records for the RWB, no evidence for such was noted at these
locations. One in Sarpy Co 13 Jul (NR) was about on time for first fall arrivers.
Spotted Sandpiper: Although an uncommon breeder statewide, few nests are
documented. An ad with a brood was in York Co 10 Jul (JGJ}, and 2 ads and 2
fledged young were at Two Rivers SP, Douglas Co, 25 Jun (SMa). The 21 at
Conestoga L, Lancaster Co, 28 Jul (MW) was a good count; high counts are 3061.
Solitary Sandpiper: One in Butler Co 1 Jul (CD) was rather early; early dates are
24-25 Jun.
Greater Yellowlegs: Reports were routine for this common statewide migrant.
Willet: Easterly for the date was a single in Rock Co 14 Jun (WF); this is primarily a
western Sandhills breeder.
Lesser Yellowlegs: Reports were routine for this common statewide migrant.
Upland Sandpiper: The 37 on the Sumner BBS route in Dawson Co 29 Jun (LR,
RH) was a good count; high counts are (were) 27-40.
Long-billed Curlew: Easterly were one in Brown Co 13 Jun (WF) and 2 at Hutton
Ranch, Rock Co, 1 Jun (CM, TE). Eastern limits of the Sandhills breeding
range resemble those of Willet.
Marbled Godwit: A low-density breeder in northern and northwestern Nebraska,
reports were of one near Smith L, Sheridan Co, 5 Jun (CNK), and 3 in northern
Garden Co 12 Jul (KS). The latter birds and 5 at LO 26 Jul (MW) were likely
migrants; migration begins around 20 Jun, as exemplified by one at Tamora 29
Jun (MW).
Stilt Sandpiper: Reports were routine for this fairly common statewide migrant,
common central.
Sanderling: Reports were routine for this fairly common statewide migrant.
Donlin: None of this uncommon easterly spring and fall migrant were reported.
Migrants are not unexpected into Jun, but do not appear in fall until Sep.
Baird's Sandpiper: Three at Tamora 22 Jun (JGJ) and one still there 29 Jun (MW)
were tardy; there are only 5 reports between 20 Jun and 9 Jul. These were
likely another example of suspended migration.
Least Sandpiper: Tamora hosted singles, likely the same bird, 17 and 24 Jun (MW);
there are 6 records between 10 and 20 Jun, likely all of birds suspending
migration.
White-rumped Sandpiper: Like Semipalmated Sandpiper, this is a late migrant in
spring. Last reported were rather late: 4 at Tamora 21 Jun (SMa, RMa) and 2
at Marsh Duck the same day (LE). Late dates are 21-23 Jun.
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: Only the 4th state record for Jun was one at Tamora 17
Jun (MW). One there 26 Jul (JGJ) was rather early; it may have been the same
bird that was reported 17 Jun.
Pectoral Sandpiper: This is another species that migrates well into Jun; late dates
are 19-21 Jun. Two at Marsh Duck 21 Jun (LE) and 2 at Tamora 24 Jun MW)
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were rather late. There are 5 reports 24 Jun-4 Jul, presumably resulting from
suspended migration.
Semipalmated Sandpiper: Migrants are still numerous into Jun; last reported were
2 at Tamora 15-17 Jun (MW, JK) and 3 at LM 13 Jun (JGJ); late dates are 1819 Jun. One in Lancaster Co 8 Jul (MW) was rather early; early dates are 2-4
Jul.
Western Sandpiper: None were reported of this rare statewide spring migrant.
Short-billed Dowitcher: Two in Sherman Co 2 Jun (CNK) are the first Jun record
for Nebraska and latest on record, by only 2 days however. Late dates are
(were) 28-31 May.
Long-billed Dowitcher: One in the Panhandle 12 Jul (KS photo) was the earliest
documented fall record; early dates are (were) all 13 Jul.
Wilson's Snipe: Reports were routine for this uncommon northern and western
summer resident.
American Woodcock: None of this uncommon eastern summer resident were
reported.
Wilson's Phalarope: As many as 15 were at Tamora through 29 Jun (MW, m. ob.),
and one was at Marsh Duck 17 Jun (JGJ). At Tamora, 2 juvs were present 24
Jun (MW), indicating successful breeding. Breeding is sporadic in the eastern
RWB; this is about the 16th such record since 1996.
Franklin's Gull: Reports were routine for this abundant statewide spring and fall
migrant and uncommon summer visitor.
Ring-billed Gull: Reports were routine for this abundant statewide spring and fall
migrant and fairly common summer visitor.
California Gull: A few summer at LM, and fall migrants arrive during Jul; numbers
are usually low, however. The only reports were of 2 there 14 Jul (JGJ, MB)
and an ad on 26 Jul (MW).
Herring Gull: None were reported of this uncommon statewide summer visitor.
Lesser Black-backed Gull: The only report was of a molting 3rd cycle bird at
Merritt Res, Cherry Co, 23-25 Jul (SMa photo). This species is primarily a
spring and fall migrant in Nebraska; this record is only the 5th in the period 15
May-25 Jul.
Least Tern: Most of the numerous reports were from known breeding locations on
the Platte, lower Niobrara, lower Loup, and lower Elkhorn river systems.
Elsewhere, an ad and 2 basic or imm birds were at Arcadia Diversion Dam,
Custer Co, 29 Jul (WF), where the species is not known to breed.
Caspian Tern: Previously, records were least numerous in mid-summer, in the
period 11 Jun-15 Jul, but this year there were four such records: 3 Jul GPD
(AM), 10 Jul BOL (LE), 13 Jul LBN (TJW), and 14 Jul LM (JGJ, MB).
Black Tern: Reports were routine for this common statewide spring and fall
migrant, locally common summer resident.
Common Tern: An alternate ad at Tamora 21 Jun (SMa photo, RMa) was rather
late, as was another in Cherry Co 18 Jun (MR); late dates are (were) 18-21 Jun.
Forster's Tern: One at FF JO Jun was rather late; late dates are 10-11 Jun. There
were 3 reports of even later birds: singles at North Platte 16 Jun (LE), HCR 1718 Jun (TJW), and LBN 21 Jun (LE). The LBN report is one ofonly about 20
in the southeast in the period 12 Jun-3 Jul.
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Rock Pigeon: Reports were routine for this common statewide resident.
Eurasian Collared-Dove: Reports were routine for this common statewide resident.
White-winged Dove: Following the 4 spring reports involving 4-5 birds, this
summer saw an additional 8 reports from locations not reported in spring from
Central City westward, involving 9-10 birds (m. ob.). A group of 4 at the
University of Nebraska, Kearney, 11 Jun (LR, RH) continued through the
period, with 2 half-grown young present 10 Jul (LR, RH). This appears to be
only the 3rd proven breeding record, although there are several reports
suggestive of breeding.
Mourning Dove: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer resident.
Yellow-billed Cuckoo: Reports were routine for this fairly common statewide
summer resident, uncommon west.
Black-billed Cuckoo: There were an encouraging 8 reports statewide (m. ob.) for
this species; reports have become fewer in recent years.
Barn Owl: Rare in the east, one was in Nemaha Co 16 Jun (CNK). Remarkable was
the report of 9-12 birds in 2 family groups using holes about a mile apart in a
canal embankment between Roscoe and Paxton 25 Jul; 2 ads and 2-3 young
were at one hole and 2 ads and 3-5 young were at the other (RMa). Also
indicative of a good food source were the 7 fluffy young in a grain bin in
Lincoln Co 16 Jun (TJW).
Eastern Screech-Owl: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Great Horned Owl: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Burrowing Owl: Four broods were in a prairie dog town about 4 miles south of
Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 4 Jul; brood counts were 7, 1, 5, and 2, along with
4 ads seen (SS, JC). None were reported east of Valentine and Lincoln Co.
Barred Owl: Reports were routine of this fairly common eastern resident.
Long-eared Owl: None were reported of this rare statewide resident.
Short-eared Owl: None were reported of this rare statewide resident.
Common Nighthawk: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident.
Common Poorwill: This species breeds eastward through most of the Niobrara
River Valley; it was reported at Hutton Niobrara Ranch Wildlife Sanctuary,
Rock Co, 1 Jun (CM).
Chuck-will's-Widow: The 2 reports were both from ICSP; 3-4 birds were reported
12 Jun (JR) and another 3 Jul (BP).
Eastern Whip-poor-will: A nest containing an egg and a chick was photographed at
ICSP 3 Jul (KL photo, fide JGJ), only the 6th documented nesting for
Nebraska.
Chimney Swift: Reports were routine for this common eastern summer resident,
uncommon west.
White-throated Swift: The l O at WHNC 17 Jun (LE) was a good tally for the
location; highest counts, 13-40, are from Scotts Bluff NM, Scotts Bluff Co.
Ruby-throated Hummingbird: A fem in a Scotts Bluff Co yard 23 Jul (KD) was
preceded in the same yard by a pair that spent the summer of 2013 there. One
was westerly at Grand Island 21 Jul (RB), possibly a very early migrant; early
dates are 22-24 Jul west of the breeding range. See Broad-tailed Hummingbird
account.
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Black-chinned Hummingbird: A male photographed at a feeder at LM 29 Jun
(J&GB) is Nebraska's 4th record, all in 2012-2014. This species is expanding
its summer range northward on the western Great Plains and more records are
expected, along with likely breeding.
Broad-tailed Hummingbird: As expected, singles were in the DeLara yard near
Mitchell, Scotts Bluff Co, another hummer magnet, 22 and 25 Jul (KD) and at
WHNC 18 Jul (MAR). Juanita Whittecar, whose yard is in extreme eastern
Dawes Co some 10 miles southeast of Chadron, took a series of excellent
photos of the summering hummers in her yard. She posted on eBird a photo
taken 28 May of a presumed female Ruby-throated, which Marshall Iliff
subsequently re-identified as a Broad-tailed, only the 2nd documented spring
record for Nebraska.

This Black-chinned Hummingbird, Nebraska's 4th, was at a L McConaughy feeder during the
last week of June 2014, photographed here on 29 June by Jay Bclsan.

Ruby-throated Hummingbird x Broad-tailed Hummingbird: Extraordinary was
the presence of a pair of presumed Ruby-throateds in a yard a few miles
southeast of Chadron, in extreme eastern Dawes Co. Juanita Whittecar, the
observer, sent a large series of photos to WRS in an attempt to confirm the
presence through summer of a pair of Ruby-throateds or possibly a pair of
Broad-taileds. Although a female Broad-tailed was first seen 22 May, it
apparently did not stay, as the photos did not confirm its presence or that of a
male Broad-tailed during the summer. However, the series of photos, taken 6
May-9 Jul (JW), did show a female Ruby-throated, and a male that superficially
resembled a Ruby-throated. However, the photos of the male showed some
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unexpected features for Ruby-throated, notably the Broad-tailed-like pointed
outer primary. Several of the photos were sent to Sheri Williamson at the
Southeastern Arizona Bird Observatory, who confirmed, based on several
features, that the male bird was almost certainly a hybrid of Ruby-throated and
Broad-tailed, only the second documented record of an inter-generic hybrid
with Ruby-throated. This male hybrid appeared 6 May and was present until
10 Aug (JW).

This hybrid Ruby-throated Hummingbird x Broad-tailed Hummingbird, identified by Sheri
Williamson of the Southeastern Arizona Bird Observatory, apparently only the
second example ofan inter-generic hybrid involving Ruby-throated Hummingbird,
occurred with a female Ruby-throated Hummingbird in extreme eastern Dawes Co;
it was first seen 6 May 2014, photographed (here) 8 May by Juanita Whittccar, and
remained until mid August.

Rufous Hummingbird: Six were in the DeLara yard near Mitchell, Scotts Bluff Co:
an ad male 22 Jul and 2 ad males and 3 ad fems 25 Jul (KD); another was in an
Oshkosh yard 23-25 Jul (LJ), and a fem was at WHNC 22 Jul (AV).
Calliope Hummingbird: Four were reported, 2 as expected in Scotts Bluff Co 25
and 27 Jul (MW, KD), and one at a well-known hummingbird magnet, the
Belsan feeders at LM 25-26 Jul (J&GB, SMa; photos). This is the 8th record
east of the Panhandle.
Belted Kingfisher: Reports were routine for this fairly common statewide summer
resident.
Lewis's Woodpecker: The small group near Coffee Park, Sioux Co, continued,
although with 5 sightings of only single birds 7-21 Jun (RSg, LE, SM).
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Red-headed Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident, less common westward.
Red-bellied Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common eastern and central
resident, rare Panhandle.
Downy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Hairy Woodpecker: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide resident.
Northern Flicker: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Pileated Woodpecker: This species has been established and breeding at FF since
1999; this year a pair was feeding 2 juvs there 8 Jun (JC, SS). Expansion and
consolidation continues in the Little Blue River Valley; one near Hebron 23 Jun
(LR, RH) is the westernmost record in the Little Blue River Valley. Source
birds for this expansion appear to be from the south in Kansas; both Blue
Rivers (and the Republican River) drain into the Kansas River near Manhattan,
KS. No evidence exists for expansion westward from the Missouri River
Valley (Big and Little Nemaha Rivers, Platte River).:
American Kestrel; Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide summer
resident.
Peregrine Falcon: Reports were routine of this local resident (Omaha, Lincoln).
Prairie Falcon: Reports were routine of this uncommon western resident.
Olive-sided Flycatcher: Last reported was at FF 10 Jun (EB); late dates are 14-16
Jun.
Western Wood-Pewee: Reports were routine for this common western summer
resident.
Eastern Wood-Pewee: Reports were routine for this common eastern summer
resident.
Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: The distinctive "che-bunk" call was heard at ICSP 1 Jun
(WRS), rather late; late dates are 1-4 Jun.
Acadian Flycatcher: Until recently, summer reports from FF have been sporadic;
this year 1-2 were there through at least 20 Jun (CNK, RS, BW). In recent
years at least one has been found each year at WP; one was singing there 10
Jun (LE).
Alder Flycatcher: The only report was of one at FF 1 Jun (CBr); last dates are in
early Jun.
Willow Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide summer
resident.
Least Flycatcher: This species probably breeds in the extreme north, including the
Pine Ridge (WM) although documentation of breeding is lacking.
Cottonwoods are a favored breeding habitat; one in such habitat at Fort
Robinson, Sioux Co, 3 Jun (CNK) may have intended to summer or was merely
a migrant. However, one at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co, 18 Jun (AA), two
at Smith Falls SP, Cherry Co, 18 Jun (AA), and one at Scottsbluff SL 9 Jul
(GQ) may have been nesting, although the Scottsbluff bird may have been an
early migrant. Early dates for fall migrants are in mid to late Jul.
Cordilleran Flycatcher: Reports were as expected in the western Pine Ridge (RSg,
LE, MR), and of interest was one calling near the WHNC 27 Jul (MW), where
breeding occurred in 2003 but reports have been sporadic since. This bird may
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have summered there, as there are no fall records of presumed migrants in Jul;
all are in Aug-Sep.
Eastern Phoebe: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Say's Phoebe: Near the eastern edge of the summer range in the south were singles
in Dawson Co 29 Jun (LR, RH) and Furnas Co 11 Jul (WF). One in Nance Co
26 Jun (RSt) was easterly; recent years have seen a few records in the Platte
and Loup drainages. The 4 nestlings in a nest in Antelope Co 24 Jun (RSt,
MR) were possibly a second brood.
Great Crested Flycatcher: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident, less common westward.
Cassin's Kingbird: Reports were routine for this common northwestern summer
resident.
Western Kingbird: Of two nests on power poles in Papillion, one had 4 nestlings 15
Jul 2014 (L&BP); this is rather late for nestlings.
Eastern Kingbird: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher: Now. a regular but rare summer resident in the southcentral and southeast, a nesting pair was near Hebron 23 Jun (LR, RH).
Loggerhead Shrike: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide summer
resident.
Bell's Vireo: Reports were routine of this locally common statewide summer
resident.
Yellow-throated Vireo: Reports were routine of this fairly common eastern summer
resident.
Plumbeous Vireo: Reports were routine of this uncommon Panhandle summer
resident.
Warbling Vireo: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Red-eyed Vireo: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Pinyon Jay: This species is rarely reported in summer and is a secretive breeder in
the northwest. The only report was from a feeder regularly used by this species
in Morrill Co, where around 20 birds attend during the summer (CH).
Blue Jay: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Black-billed Magpie: As usual in recent years, the news is mixed; only 2 were seen
on a 4-day western Nebraska trip, and those were on 19 Jun at Smiley Canyon,
Sioux Co (LE). A family group of 8 was in Snell Canyon, Lincoln Co, 8 Jul
(TJW); none had been found in the cedar canyons in Lincoln Co on 453 count
points in 20 I 3 (TJW). Scotts Bluff NM is a consistent site; up to 5 were there
through the period (m. ob.).
American Crow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Horned Lark: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Purple Martin: The westerly colony at Benkelman had "numerous" birds 13 Jun
(JGJ) and 15 on 21 Jun (MW). Three at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co, 6 Jul
(CWi), were only the 2nd record west of Ainsworth in the Niobrara River
Valley. Two at Broken Bow SL 29 Jul (MW) were northwesterly. Staging
begins in late Jul at favored locations such as Omaha and Lincoln Saline
Wetlands NP, Lincoln; 850 were at the latter 29 Jul (MW).
Tree Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident,
less common west.
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Violet-green Swallow: Reports were routine of this fairly common Panhandle
summer resident.
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide
summer resident.
Bank Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Cliff Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Barn Swallow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Black-capped Chickadee: Reports were routine of this common statewide resident.
Tufted Titmouse: Reports were routine of this common eastern resident.
Red-breasted Nuthatch: One in conifers at North Platte 5 Jul (LR, RH) was out of
place for the date; early fall migrants appear in late Jul.
White-breasted Nuthatch: Reports from areas where the species is somewhat
uncommon in summer came from Dawson Co 1 Jun (WF) and 29 Jul (WF),
Buffalo Co 5-6 Jul (WF), and Custer 29 Jul (WF). Although the species breeds
throughout the Platte and North Platte River Valleys, numbers decline
significantly west of Hall Co, and reports from the western Loup drainage are
also scarce.
Pygmy Nuthatch: In 2008 this species extended its Pine Ridge and Wildcat Hills
breeding range some 100 miles to Steer Creek Campground, McKelvie NF,
Cherry Co (DH), and this year a pair was nesting at the NNF, Thomas Co, 18
Jun (MR), a distance of some 150 miles from Steer Creek Campground.
Brown Creeper: One singing in pines at Steer Creek Campground, Cherry Co, 19
Jun (MR, N) was away from the known Niobrara River Valley and Pine Ridge
breeding areas.
Rock Wren: Reports were routine for this fairly common western summer resident.
House Wren: Surveys of burned areas at ICSP 20 Jun indicated that removal of
understory has essentially eliminated this species in the interior forest, not a
surprising outcome (WRS).
Sedge Wren: Most migrants pass through by early Jun and returning birds (some of
which attempt to breed) arrive in mid-Jul. Birds present from early Jun through
mid-Jul may attempt to breed, but breeding has not often been documented in
this time period; this year there were several reports, but none with breeding
evidence: 3 were at Shoemaker Marsh, Lincoln, 18 Jun (JK), 2 in Lincoln Co
23 Jun (TJW), one in Stanton Co 1 Jul (WF), and 1-3 at Jack Sinn 4-7 Jul (TG).
Marsh Wren: Birds singing eastern and western song types both occur in Nebraska
as summer residents; easterns east of a line from O'Neill southward around the
east edge of the Sandhills but including the Rainwater Basin, and westerns in
the rest of the state. Two easterns were at Wood Duck WMA, Stanton Co, 1
Jul (WF) and westerns were in Rock and Loup Cos 14 Jun (WF). As with
Sedge Wren, some birds return in Jul and may breed; first such arrivals, where
there had been no summering birds, were at Harvard Marsh 13 Jul (MW), and
in the eastern RWB 19 and 26 Jul (JGJ).
Carolina Wren: Westernmost reported was at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co, 6 Jul
(CWi); there are scattered records of non-breeding singles through most ofthe
state except the northwest forested areas. Westernmost breeding to date was a
pair nesting in Gothenburg 7 Jun (MP fide JGJ); nesting has occurred at HCR
and McCook.
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Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: This species has expanded throughout most of the state in
recent years, but is still rare to uncommon in the Sandhills and along the
Niobrara River in central Nebraska; singles were at Valentine 21 Jun (MR) and
Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry Co, 22 Jun (MR).
Eastern Bluebird: Reports were routine of this fairly common statewide summer
resident, Jess common westward.
Mountain Bluebird: Reports were routine of this fairly common western summer
resident.
Swainson's Thrush: None were reported; migration lasts into Jun in northwest
Nebraska.
Wood Thrush: Reports were routine for this locally common eastern summer
resident.
American Robin: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Gray Catbird: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident,
less common west.
Northern Mockingbird: Good numbers now occur in grassland areas in the
southeast; a BBS route in Nemaha and Pawnee Cos 16 Jun counted 12 (CNK).
Sage Thrasher: Fall migration gets under way in late Jul; singles were rather early
in Kimball Co 24 Jul (CW) and in Scotts Bluff Co 27 Jul (MW); early dates are
(were) 19-25 Jul.
Brown Thrasher: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
European Starling: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident.
Cedar Waxwing: Reports were routine of this uncommon statewide summer
resident.
Chestnut-collared Longspur: Reports were routine of this common western, fairly
common northern, summer resident.
McCown's Longspur: Reports were routine of this fairly common western
Panhandle summer resident.
Ovenbird: For the 4th consecutive summer and 6th overall, beginning in 2009, 2
were present and singing in the Chester Island WMA, Lincoln Co, area I Jul
(TJW); there are several mid-summer Platte River Valley records, and although
likely, breeding is unproven. Breeding is also likely at NNF, Thomas Co,
where 7 were recorded 18 Jun (MR).
Louisiana Waterthrush: There are very few records west of the Missouri River
Valley; only the 3rd was one at Rose Creek WMA, Jefferson Co, 22 Jun (JC,
SS). John Carlini and Shari Schwartz continued their study of this species
along Stone Creek in PRSP, locating 4 territories there, all of which
successfully fledged young, as well as another on Decker Creek in the park.
Ads were feeding 3 nestlings 7-8 Jul on a Stone Creek territory, presumably a
re-nesting, as the birds usually depart in late Jul-Aug (JC, SS). An ad was
carrying food 14 Jul, and 5 juvs were still present on 2 territories as late as 28
Jul (JC, SS).
Black-and-white Warbler: Presumably a late migrant was one at PRSP 4 Jun (JC,
SS).
Prothonotary Warbler: At the FF breeding site on Great Marsh this year, 2
fledglings were seen 21 Jul (RS).
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Tennessee Warbler: None were reported; last dates are 10-11 Jun.
Mourning Warbler: Last reported was a male in Omaha 2 Jun (JR); last dates are
12-15 Jun for this late migrant.
Kentucky Warbler: Three territories were located at PRSP and 1-2 birds were
reported at FF for the period (m. ob.); the species has summered for a few years
at least at both locations, as well as at ICSP, where 10+ were counted on
surveys in early Jun (WRS).
Common Yellowthroat: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident.
American Redstart: This species breeds in the Pine Ridge, but there are only a few
summer records farther south in Scotts Bluff Co; in recent years there have
been reports from the L Minatare area, this year one on 12 Jun (RSg), but there
was no evidence of breeding.
Cerulean Warbler: None were reported; there were 3 spring reports 7-19 May.
Northern Paruta: A presumed stray migrant at Fort Robinson SP, Sioux Co, 3 Jun
(CNK) was the 18th spring Panhandle record. Also westerly was one in Hayes
Co 2 Jun (WF).
Yellow Warbler: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident.
Blackpoll Warbler: One in Monroe Canyon, Sioux Co, 7 Jun (KD, RSg) was 6thlatest for spring. This species is a statewide migrant in spring.
Yellow-rumped (Audubon's) Warbler: Reports were routine of this fairly common
Panhandle summer resident.
Yellow-rumped (Myrtle) Warbler: A tardy male at PL 15 Jun (JC, SS) tied the
latest spring date on record.
Yellow-throated Warbler: 1-2 were reported in FF through 8 Jun (BW, MW, JC,
SS), where the species summers. There are very few reports elsewhere, but one
reported at Four Mile Creek WMA, Richardson Co, 11 Jun (CB) would be the
first summer record away from FF and more likely was a stray migrant.
Yellow-breasted Chat: This species occurs in summer regularly east in the Platte
River Valley to Buffalo Co, where one was seen 6 Jul (WF). Reports in the
east are few, although recent years have seen an uptick; one at ICSP 1 Jun
(SMa) was certainly one of2 at the same location 30 May (JR).
Spotted Towhee: Easternmost reported was in Nance Co 4 Jun (WF), near the east
edge of the hybrid zone; phenotypically "pure"-looking birds of Spotted or
Eastern Towhee may occur in the hybrid zone.
Eastern Towhee: Mirroring the situation with Spotted Towhee within the hybrid
zone were single Easterns in Hayes and Frontier Cos 2 Jun (WF); there are few
records of such birds west of there in the Republican River Valley.
Cassin's Sparrow: Recent years have seen an increase in records and range in
Nebraska, likely related to extensive drought in the southwest United States.
Nebraska reports included sightings as far east and north as Lincoln and Cherry
Cos. In Lincoln Co, one was found in a sand-sage area a few miles· south of
North Platte 11 Jun (TJW) and 2 were there 21 Jun (MW photo). There were
reports from two locations in Cherry Co; one was recorded at Valentine NWR 5
Jun (MS fide JGJ) and another was seen just south of McKelvie NF 15 Jun (MS
fide JGJ). These appear to be the first records for Cherry Co, and Lincoln Co is
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the easternmost county where this species has been found. In its Dundy Co
stronghold, 13 were found on a BBS route there 13 Jun (JGJ).
Chipping Sparrow: This species is uncommon but increasing slowly in the
southwest as a breeding bird, usually first noted in conifers planted around
residences. One was in Frontier Co 2 Jun (WF), but none were reported from
the southern row of counties west of there. It is also increasing in the cedar
canyons in southern Lincoln Co, where it is spreading away from residences
(TJW).

This Cassin's Sparrow was photographed by Michael Willison 21 Jun 2014 in a sandsage area a few miles south of North Platte, Nebraska, where the species has been found
previously. This is the easternmost known location for this species in the state.

Brewer's Sparrow: Reports were routine of this uncommon western Panhandle
summer resident.
Field Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident,
rare Panhandle.
Vesper Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common northern and western
summer resident, uncommon east, rare south.
Lark Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer resident,
less common south and east.
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Lark Bunting: Easternmost reported were singles in Dawson Co 29 Jun (LR, RH)
and in Lincoln Co 4 Jul (JC, SS); these sightings are not unexpected at those
locations, although summering there is sporadic.
Savannah Sparrow: A singing bird a few miles south of Mitchell 25 Jun (CR) was
in an area where suitable habitat exists (WM). This species breeds in a few
widely-scattered locations in northern Nebraska.
Grasshopper Sparrow: Reports were routine of this common statewide summer
resident.
Henslow's Sparrow: Reports were from 3 locations favored by this species: up to 4
were at Burchard L SRA, Pawnee Co, 31 May-13 Jun (SMa, MW photo, SQ);
2-3 were at SCP during the period (KP, m. ob.); and one was on Platte River
Whooping Crane Trust property in Hall Co 1 Jul (JJa), where the species has
been present in previous summers.

This cooperative Henslow's Sparrow was photographed by Michael
Willison at Burchard L SRA, Pawnee Co, 31 May 2014.

Song Sparrow: This species has been slowly expanding its range south and west
from the south side of the Platte River Valley in recent years, but is still scarce
or absent in summer in the far southwest. Reports this summer outlining the
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current southerly edge of the range were from Hayes, Frontier, and Harlan Cos
(TJW, WF).
Swamp Sparrow: Reports were routine of this locally common north-central and
northeastern summer resident.
Dark-eyed (White-winged) Junco: None were reported; this is a fairly common
northwestern summer resident.
Dark-eyed (Slate-colored) Junco: A fem present for a "few weeks" at a feeder at
the GPD Visitor Center through 30 Jul (DT) provided Nebraska's first record
for the period 23 Jun-30 Aug.
Summer Tanager: Westerly was a fem seen and heard calling just south of North
Platte 30 Jun (WB), only the 6th summer record away from the Missouri River
Valley.
Scarlet Tanager: One at Redbird WMA, Holt Co, 25 Jun (RSt) was near the
western edge of the summer range along the Niobrara River.
Western Tanager: Reports were routine of this fairly common northwestern
summer resident.
Northern Cardinal: Reports were routine for this common eastern and central
resident, rare and local Panhandle.
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: Reports were routine for this common eastern summer
resident, less common westward.
Black-headed Grosbeak: One in Valley Co 14 Jun (WF) was at the eastern edge of
the range in the Loup Drainage, and another in Keya Paha Co 13 Jun (WF) was
near the eastern edge of the Niobrara River Valley range. Summering birds
occur east to Hall Co in the Platte River Valley and Harlan Co in the
RepublicaQ River Valley.
Blue Grosbeak: Reports were routine for this common western summer resident,
less common eastward.
Lazuli Bunting: Reports were routine for this fairly common western summer
resident.
Indigo Bunting: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer resident,
uncommon west.
Painted Bunting: A male and a possible fem or juv were near Hebron, Thayer Co,
19 Jun (DA); a subsequent search there did not locate the birds although the
habitat was suitable for this species (JC, SS). This is the 13th documented
record for Nebraska, although more might be expected as this species expands
its range in northeastern Kansas.
Dickcissel: After a major influx into the cedar canyons of southern Lincoln Co 20102011, numbers declined in 2012-2013, but recovered this summer, although not
to the 2010-2011 levels (TJW). None were reported in the Panhandle.
Bobolink: Reports were routine for this common northern breeder, uncommon and
local south.
Red-winged Blackbird: Reports were routine for this common, locally abundant,
statewide summer resident.
Eastern Meadowlark: Two in Hitchcock Co 2 Jul were in a Conservation Reserve
Program brome field during a wet year (TJW), apparently only about the 6th
record from this often dry part of the state, including counties south of the
Platte River Valley and west of Webster Co.
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Western Meadowlark: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer
resident.
Yellow-headed Blackbird: Reports were routine for this locally common statewide
summer resident, less common south.
Brewer's Blackbird: Reports were routine for this fairly common Panhandle
summer resident.
Common Grackle: Late summer flocks form as soon as juveniles are fledged; one
such flock was in Omaha 9 Jul (MJR).
Great-tailed Grackle: There are few reports from the southwest; one was in Dundy
Co 13 Jun (JGJ).
Brown-headed Cowbird: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer
resident.
Orchard Oriole: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer resident.
Bullock's Oriole: This species apparently reaches the eastern edge of its summer
range in Keith Co, although most sightings there are likely of introgressants
with Baltimore Oriole. Reports of phenotypically pure Bullock's were of a fem
in an Ogallala yard in summer (2013, JO) and a ''possible fem" at the Beltran
feeders near LM along with 3 apparent "hybrids" 26 Jul (SMa photo). The
photos of the "possible fem" are convincing as a fem Bullock's Oriole (WRS).
Baltimore Oriole: Reports were routine for this common eastern and central
summer resident, rare Panhandle.
House Finch: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer resident.
Red Crossbill: This species often breeds rather early, and small flocks may wander
considerable distances during summer. Breeding is not known at NNF,
Thomas Co, where a group of 7, including a juvenile being fed by an adult, as
well as 4 fly-overs, all on 18 Jun, were recorded, all being Type 2 (MR), the
expected Nebraska breeding type.
The presence of 2 at Steer Creek
Campground, Cherry Co, 18 Jun (MR) and one at Fort Niobrara NWR, Cherry
Co, 6 Jul (CWi) may have presaged the appearance one far to the east for the
date in Dixon Co 13 Jul (JJ).
Pine Siskin: Breeding is known at NNF, Thomas Co, where 2 were "together" 18
Jun (MR). The only other report was of 2 at Wildcat Hills SRA, Scotts Bluff
Co, 27 Jul (MW), where breeding also occurs.
Lesser Goldfinch: This species is now well-established in the Wildcat Hills around
WHNC; as many as 6 were there through the period (TG, m. ob.). Unexpected
was one 27 Jul at the Hoffman feeder in southern Morrill Co (MW), famous for
its large attendance of Pinyon Jays.
American Goldfinch: Reports were routine for this common statewide summer
resident.
House Sparrow: Reports were routine for this common statewide resident.

